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ABSTRACT 

 
ARTICLE INFO 

As we know that SAAS is a compatible services of cloud computing .It means so many services 

providing in cloud. Our Proposed deals with the Online Java Com-piler in Android Phones. 

The Android phone does not compile the java program without Cloud environment. The 

number of smart mobile users using the mobile application and day to day increase the social 

application but smart phone is not providing the pc like functionality. The Android Machine 

provided the hardware re-sources such as CPUs, memory and batteries which remains 

imperfect. To solve this problem, connect the smart mobile to powerful cloud server .Our paper 

for using the SAAS service for online compile java program. We propose a conceptual 

architecture of android phone as a server stage, which enables user Android applications on 

cloud via internet or network. Android is mainly design for physical smart phone. In this 

paper, we propose system that without installing software in smart phone using and accessing 

that software through the clod server. We are sing the java software in cloud server and 

accessing that software through the smart mobile phone and ex-ecute the program in smart 

phone. The smart phone connects to the cloud server after that sing the java software. In my 

proposed system using the java software in server side and connect through the internet .The 

smart systemusing the java software in server side and connect through the internet .The smart 

phone is using run the java program inside the cloud server. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

 
The number of smart phone users and mobile applications 

are growing rapidly. Though smart phones are expected to 

have PC-like functionality, hardware resources such as 

CPUs, memory and batteries are still limited .To solve 

this resource problem, connect the phones to adjacent 

powerful cloud servers to throw their computational 

burden to the servers ,many researchers have proposed 

architectures to use server resources in the cloud for 

mobile Computing devices. To solve this resource 

problem, many researchers have proposed architectures to 

use server resources in the cloud for mobile Computing 

devices. We propose a conceptual architecture of android 

as a server Platform, which enables user Android 

applications on cloud server via network. Cloud 

computing model is for enabling convenient as well as 

on-demand network access to a shared pool of 

configurable computing resources that can be quickly pro-

visioned and released with minimum management efforts. 

In today’s world widely use of internet. In this internet 

world all the things are online. So we create software 

online compiler Android is mainly designed for physical 

smart phone, Androids two other features are useful to 

construct a server platform. In our project we proposed a 

system that without installing software in mobile device 

accessing that software through cloud server. In our 

project we are using java software in server and accessing 

that software through the mobile device, improves the 

performance of our mobile cloud computing significantly 

in terms of execution time and energy consumption. 

There are two key tasks involved before remote execution: 

code partitioning and state migration. And we are using 

software as a service. SAAS is a software delivery 

method that provides access to software and its functions 

remotely as a web base service. 
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II. RELATED WORK 

 

Cloud Computing refers to both the applications delivered 

as services over the Internet and the hardware and 

systems software in the data centres that provide those 

services. The services themselves have long been referred 

to as Software as a Ser-vice (SaaS), so we use that term. 

The datacenter hardware and software is what we will call 

a Cloud. When a Cloud is made available in a pay-as-you-

go manner to the public, we call it a Public Cloud; the 

service being sold is Utility Comput-ing. Current 

examples of public Utility Computing include 

AmazonWeb Services, Google AppEngine, and Microsoft 

Azure. We use the term Private Cloud to refer to internal 

datacenters of a business or other organization that are not 

made available to the public. Thus, Cloud Computing is 

the sum of SaaS and Utility Computing, but does not 

normally include Private Clouds. Well generally use 

Cloud Comput-ing, replacing it with one of the other 

terms only when clarity demands it. Figure 1 shows the 

roles of the people as users or providers of these layers of 

Cloud Computing, and well use those terms to help make 

our arguments clear. The advantages of SaaS to both end 

users and service providers are well understood. Service 

providers enjoy greatly simplified software installation 

and maintenance and centralized con-trol over versioning; 

end users can access the service anytime, anywhere, share 

data and collaborate more easily, and keep their data 

stored safely in the infrastructure. Cloud Computing does 

not change these arguments, but it does give more 

application providers the choice of deploying their 

product as SaaS without provisioning a data center: just as 

the emergence of semiconductor foundries gave chip 

companies the opportunity to design and sell chips 

without owning a fab, Cloud Computing allows deploying 

SaaSand scaling on demand without building or 

provisioning a data center. Analogously to how SaaS 

allows the user to offload some problems to the SaaS 

provider, the SaaS provider can now offload some of his 

problems to the Cloud Computing provider. From now on, 

we will focus on issues related to the potential SaaS 

Provider (Cloud User) and to the Cloud Providers, which 

have received less attention. 

 

 
Fig 1. Cloud Computing 

 

III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 
As discussed Alexander is a combination of connections 

and servers. It allows users to run and host web 

applications on Google infrastructure. The application 

environ-ment supports dynamic web serving. It is also 

supports storage querying, sorting and transferring of data 

and authentication user this makes it easy to use and free 

to get started. The research proposal assimilates 

provincially, and outlying governed projects are adopting 

data on cloud grid. It grants an entity, acting 

independently of a portable jobholder. It enables pattern, 

using it for diverse cell phone stages. Also, it permits the 

pattern of responding narrowly during the unavailability 

of phone and computer admittance. From the internet, 

using statistics framework and cloud circulation all the 

originals can control, audit as well as manage every 

private statistic mark. Pack hub is the feasible utility 

amongst all. The stimulation of innovation, demanding a 

steady mutation is an era of health protection business. 

The lingering malady, developing society census-taking 

and upgrading in therapeutic machineries are crucial 

Furnishers for intensifying prices. Each stakeholder 

expects greater profit from their capital. In addition, 

disease victims are inaugurating to perform a leading 

appear-ance in admonishing their concern. The beckoning 

of a compelling alteration in fitness concerned institutions 

promotes, and challenge over the generations before-hand 

is galvanizing through arising attention, employment 

exemplary, and finances arranged next to contented state 

and individual beliefs. IBM revealed contemporary 

investigation that demonstrated that just 34 percent of 

healthcare providers, CEOs focus to administer 

complexity more efficiently. Similar organizations are 

ready for the impending complexity, accepting only 55 

precent of healthcare payer CEOs. 

 

VM-based cloudlet in mobile computing discusses the 

technical problems to this transformation and proposes 

new system architecture to overcome them. In this 

architecture, a mobile user exploits virtual machine (VM) 

technology to rapidly instantiate Customized service 

software on a nearby cloudlet, and then uses that service 

over a wireless LAN. The mobile device typically 

functions as a thin client with respect to the service. A 

cloudlet is a trusted, resource-rich computer or cluster of 

computers that is well-connected to the Internet and is 

available for use by nearby mobile devices. In this 

architecture, a mobile user uses VM. 

 

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

In the system architecture it is the conceptual model 

which defines the structure, behavior and more views of 

the system. In architecture it is representing here that 

without installing software in device (Android smart 

phone) the android user is sending the request to the 

server and server is using cloud computing resource 

(SAAS) through that it is compiling the java code and it is 
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sending the response through the server to the Android 

user. If error will occur then again it will compile the code 

and send the result to the android user through the server. 

It will show the overall development, behaviour and 

implementation of the project in architecture. We propose 

a conceptual architecture of android phone as a server 

stage, which enables user Android applications on cloud 

via internet or network. Android is mainly design for 

physical smart phone. In this paper, we propose system 

that without installing software in smart phone using and 

accessing that software through the cloud server. We are 

sing the java software in cloud server and accessing that 

software through the smart mobile phone and execute the 

program in smart phone Cloud Computing Application 

can be initiated using Android Smart Phones. We are 

implementing Software as a Service for Cloud 

Computing .it is providing the service for using the 

software services .SAAS is the Cloud Computing 

Resource which their using for the service of Software 

without installing that Software in the User Device. Here, 

we are compiling the Java Code using Android Smart 

Phones without installing Java Soft-ware in the Android 

mobile Phone. The implements is the Cloud Computing 

Architecture for Mobile Devices.(i.e.)Android. Android 

mobile user can utilize software as a service (SAAS) 

Process from the cloud server, without installing the 

software in the user Android mobile. We can compile the 

Java Code using Android Smart Phones without installing 

Java Software in the Mobile. 

 

 
Fig2. Cloud Computing as SAAS 

V. ADVANTAGES 

 
We can compile the Java Code using Android Smart 

Phones without installing Java Software in the Mobile 

Phone. 

 

It provides the portability for the user to compile 

programs. 

 

It reduces the time for the user. 

 

Compiler code analysis that effectively reduce the 

transferred data size. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 
Cloud computing is evolving and advancing it is also 

having an advantage in terms of cost efficiency and 

environment. It allows to occupy space for storing 

database which includes student and staff personal 

information and the course details and other course 

related data. Where it provide services for accepting or 

delivering data from database to the particular user 

Collaborative learning ability of making judg-ment and 

problem solving. Students here immediately get to know 

about the correct-ness of the answer, which is very useful 

and time managing. Here online transaction processing 

systems are implemented to improve the speed of 

performance which is increased in hardware devices 

Cloud computing is an emerging field which provides 

computation, software, data access, and storage services 

that do not require end-user knowledge of the physical 

location and configuration of the system that delivers the 

services. 
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